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Remove the chains of oppression and the yoke of injustice, and let the oppressed go free.
(Isaiah 58:6)

We are delighted to announce Brad Eyre has stepped into the role of Chairman of the Board. Brad is
passionate about the mission and the underprivileged. He is an entrepreneur with a passion for building
new businesses and is the CEO of a highly successful small business in Johannesburg. His proven leadership,
knowledge of the Open Schools vision and trusted relationships with others will carry Open Schools
Worldwide into this next season.
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WHAT WE DO

Our program
Offers open and free access to education to children who cannot attend school or
who have gaps in their educational history.
Provides instruction in literacy, numeracy and life skills, through trained local
volunteers so that children can be equipped for current and future educational
opportunities.
Encourages hope by a team of volunteers who clearly and practically show God's
love and compassion so that they can know that they have value and worth. Our
program is Christ-centered and child-focused.
Understands the importance of training the whole child to help their emotional
and social needs

How we do it!
Partner with Christian community organizations, NGOs, and Christian Schools
Identify project information and Christian community leaders
Train and empower local tutors and volunteers
Teach children basic literacy, numeracy and life skills
Share Christ's love
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In a world reeling from the COVID-19 pandemic, underprivileged
children still need education, care, and support. Open Schools
Worldwide initiated Kilometers for Kids, and invited global
participants who pledged an amount per kilometer as they ran,
walked, or biked.
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COUNTRY HIGHLIGHTS
Ethiopia
Open Schools Worldwide has flourished in Ethopia despite the pandemic, with new projects
opening in Korah for the children who live next to the city rubbish dump. The Open Schools
team successfully hosted the first online training program during lockdown for the tutors from
Korah Kids, the second project in Korah.

Kenya

The 'Jua Kusoma' program, a Swahili word which means 'know how to read', was established for
the children at the Cheleta Primary School and the Mukuru slums by a team of volunteers who
passionately deliver the Open Schools program.

Malawi
Our projects in Malawi have seen many children's lives transformed educationally and
spiritually through the commitment of dedicated tutors. The tutors welcome large numbers of
children to the projects in the remote villages in the Chikwawa district. The number of new
learners attending the program pose a challenge in providing adequate resources and
workbooks.

South Africa
Our heroes are the volunteer tutors who diligently prepare lessons and work with educationally
marginalized children in Gauteng, Limpopo, Mpumalanga, KwaZulu Natal, and Cape Town.

Zambia
Our projects in Lusaka and Livingstone continue with enthusiastic and committed volunteers
and partners for the more than 1,000 children attending our projects. We are grateful for the
care to maintain a safe learning environment for the children.

Zimbabwe
The devastating effects of COVID-19 have added to the economic and social hardships of the
children, but have not dampened the desire of our partners and tutors to see children's lives
changed through transformational education in Mutare and Masvingo.
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